
 
 
Bajans applauding Banks’ move to plastic 
 
BANKS BEER consumers have given the brew’s new plastic bottle a ‘thumbs up.’ 
 
At a recent promotion at the Ship Inn, Entertainer Rameses Browne described the move as 
‘brilliant’. “Banks in plastic is perfect for events such as Kadooment Day. While on the road, 
instead of having to give out the beer in plastic cups, each reveller can receive their own 
bottle which they can comfortably carry in their hand. More importantly, if the bottle drops 
you don’t have to worry about it breaking, once the cover is on, you can simply pick it up and 
continue to enjoy your beer.” 
 
Operations Manager of Lord Willoughby’s Tavern, Armando Corbin agreed, adding, 
“Barbadians should be proud of what the Brewery has accomplished. This new packaging will 
definitely help to make the brand more visible at televised events such as Spektakula, 
Cohobblopot and sporting events, thereby providing valuable exposure for not only Banks but 
for Barbados.” 
 
Engineer Philip Lewis who said Banks is his beer of choice added, “I was worried that the 
beer would taste different but I was pleased to realise that Banks in plastic tastes just as good 
as Banks in glass. Banks has maintained the quality and taste which I love.” 
 
Even visitors to the island love the new look. Canadian Derek Morrison said, “Since coming 
to Barbados I’ve developed a great love for Banks Beer. My preferred beer in Canada is in 
plastic, so when I saw that Banks Beer was packaged similarly, I was very impressed. The fact 
that the plastic containers contain more beer than the glass packaging is definitely a plus!” 
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Canadian Derek Morrison (right) said he loves the fact that Banks in plastic contains 

more beer. 



 

 
Operations Manager of Lord Willoughby’s Tavern Armando Corbin (left) 

discussing the benefits of Banks in plastic with B&B Hospitality Representative 
Julian King (right) and GHA DDB Graphics Designer Brian Corbin. 

 

 
Entertainer Rameses Browne (second, right) and friends (L-R) Patrick Pilgrim, 
Nicola Herbert and Lynette Malleod gave Banks Beer in plastic the ‘thumbs up.’ 

 



 
Engineer Philip Lewis (left) said Banks in plastic tastes the same as Banks in 

glass. 
 
 
 


